The transurethral resection syndrome.
The transurethral resection syndrome ("TUR syndrome") is caused by absorption of electrolyte-free irrigating fluid, and consists of symptoms from the circulatory and nervous systems. The clinical picture is inconsistent and the syndrome is easily confused with other acute disorders. Mild forms are common and often go undiagnosed, while severe forms of the TUR syndrome are rare and potentially life-threatening. The pathophysiology is complex but includes four mechanisms: circulatory distress from the rapid absorption of electrolyte-free irrigating fluid, adverse effects of glycine, dilution of the protein and electrolyte concentrations of the body fluids, and disturbance of renal function. The treatment of the TUR syndrome consists of general life support and in specific treatment directed towards hypotension, hyponatraemia and anuria. Methods to lower the uptake of irrigating fluid are widely used and probably reduce the incidence of the TUR syndrome. However, patient safety can be guaranteed only if the absorption is monitored. An irrigating fluid containing tracer amounts of ethanol can be used for this purpose. This permits the uptake of fluid to be indicated by measuring the concentration of ethanol in the patient's exhaled breath.